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I:Vocabulary
A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. (3)
(common – ancient – promotion – come out – means – adapted – stance)
1. My latest book will ………….. in Tir. You can buy and read it.
2. The machine has been specially ………… for use under water.
3. It is very ……………. for people to get cold in winter.
4. Ali's upright …………. made him appear the taller of the two boys.
5. The job offers a good salary and an excellent chance of ……….. .
6. In ………….. times people believed that the sun and moon were planets.
B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words in column B.
There is one extra item in column B (1)
A
B
7. wanting to do sth
a) feature
8. important part of sth
b) forecast
9. Say what the weather will be like.
c) provide
10. Help for the poor.
d) willing
e) charity
C: choose the best choice. (2)
11. The new company is going to ………. about five engineers.
a) assist
b) employ
c) distract
d) produce
12. As the pain in his leg was ………., he went to see a doctor.
a) continuous
b) previous
c) various
d) immediate
13. The recent rise in prices is a matter of considerable public ……….. .
a) amount
b) source
c) process
d) concern
14. Our school should …………. more time to scientific subjects.
a) raise
b) transfer
c) devote
d) express
D: Fill the blanks with the suitable words of your own. (1)
15. When a train goes past, all the doors and windows s………….
16. When soviet l……….. an artificial, the modern age of space exploration began.
17. There are many motor v…………. on the roads of our city.
18. On the web news is u………….. continuously.
II: Grammar
A: Choose the best choice. (2)
19. You missed the train because you walked to the station. You ………. a taxi .
a) might have taken
b) must have taken
c) should take
d) should have taken
20. He passed the exam successfully ……….. he hadn't studied well.
a) while
b) although
c) because
d) so
21. The kind man waited ………… he could drive us back to our car.
a) so as to
b) while
c) when
d) so that
22. The story was ………. boring that I stopped reading it.
a) such
b) too
c) so
d) very
B: Rewrite the following sentences using the words given. (2)
23. Ramin didn't help his mother, but it would have been better to do so. (should)
……………………………………………………………………………… .
24. Maryam has a lot of free time. She never does any exercise. (though)
…………………………………………………………………….. .
C:Fill the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given. (1)

25. He doesn't let his students ………. questions while he is teaching. (to ask)
26. When your muscles get stronger you can do a lot of exercise without …………tired. (to get)
III: Sentence Function
Match the items in column A with the suitable phrases in column B. (1)
27.
28.
29.
30.

A
Exercise is important ………
Use your nervousness to ……..
Solar energy ………..
You can improve your English by doing a lot of things........

B
a) add excitement to your speech
b) such as listening to tapes reading texts etc.
c) because we can get good marks
d) is the energy that comes from the sun
e) as it keeps you healthy

IV: Comprehension
A: Read the following sentences and choose the best choice. (2)
31. Three months after starting school, Edison ran away. His mother was forced to teach him at
home. We understand from these sentences that Edison …………
a) was not educated at all
b) was forced to go to school by his parents
c) ran away from his house
d) went to school only for three months
32. Some people prefer to work for the government, but others like to be self employed. It can be
understood from the sentence that …………….. .
a) working for the government is a kind of self employment
b) people prefer self employment to governmental jobs
c) self employment is much better than governmental jobs
d) people like to work differently
B:Fill in the blanks with the words given.There is one extra word. (2)
(mass - era - density – completed – room)
The launch of the first units of the International Space Station in 1998 began a new ……. 33. ………
in space exploration. As many as seven scientists at a time will be able to live and work in space.
When …........... 34. ,the station will be nearly 80 meters long and have a …………. 35. …….… of
more than 4555.000 kg. In the future, larger stations could have ……… 36. …… for a thousand
people or more.
C: Read the following passage and choose the best choice. (3)
In 776 B.C the first Olympic Games were held at the foot of Mount Olympus to show great respect for
the Greeks god, Zeus The Greeks emphasized physical fitness and strength in their education of the
youth. Therefore, contests in running, jumping discus and javelin throwing. boxing and horse were
held in individual cities, and the winners competed every four years at Mount Olympus. Winners were
greatly respected by having olive wreaths placed on their heads and having poems sung about their
acts. Originally these were held as games of friendship and any wars in progress were stopped for a
short time to allow the games to take place. The Greeks attached so much importance to these
games that they calculated time in four year cycles called "Olympiads" dating 776 B.C .
37. Which of the following contests was not mentioned?
a) boxing
b) running
c) skating
d) discus trrowing
38. Why were the Olympic Games held?
a) to admire Zeus
b) to sing songs about the athletes
c) to introduce the last athletes
d) to stop wars
39. Nearly how many years ago did these games begin?
a) 2,227years
b) 1,205 years
c) 776 years
d) 2,800 years
40. Physical fitness and strength had special value for the Greeks' youth.
a) True
b) False
41. The games were held in Greece every four years.
a) True
b) False
42. The Greeks didn't pay much attention to these games.
a) True
b) False
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